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Abstract

Background: For the safety of newborns, infrastructural lockdown of peripartum floors may be imperative.

Materials and Methods: Cumulative data with no identifiers at all was collected from Midas Incident Reporting System reports and Security Logs reports for comparing incidence of newborn abductions four year-period (2015-2018) before the institution of lockdown with four year-period (2019-2022) since the institution of lockdown.

Results: During the entire eight years, there was not a single incident of newborn abduction reported in Midas Incident Reporting System and Security Logs.

Conclusion: The absent incidence of newborn abductions before and since peripartum floors’ lockdown should not deter keeping safety protocols enhanced and potential loopholes closed thus preemptively treating lax human factors while protecting precious and vulnerable newborns during their stay in peripartum floors.
Introduction

Working in lockdown units can be cumbersome and intimidating for healthcare workers [2-3] when ingress as well as egress out of lockdown units is dependent on well-functioning computerized scanners restricting security badge-based access to authorized healthcare workers considering that healthcare workers may have concerns about their own safety in terms of inability to egress lockdown units in case of inadvertently malfunctioning badge-based access during emergencies like fires and attacks. However, for the safety of patients, especially newborns, lockdown of peripartum floors may be imperative [4-6]. Peripartum floors at Hutzel Women’s Hospital, Detroit Medical Center (DMC) were turned into lockdown units in 2019 to promptly resolve and eliminate the incidence of newborn abductions. As four years have passed, now was the time to evaluate if incidence has changed.
Materials and Methods

After institutional review board adjudging this project as non-human participant research, cumulative data about code pinks/purples [7-9] with no identifiers at all was collected from DMC Midas Incident Reporting System reports and DMC Security Logs reports for the following to compare four year-period before the institution of lockdown with four year-period since the institution of lockdown:

- Total number of code pinks in 2015-2018
- Total number of code purples in 2015-2018
- Total number of code pinks in 2019-2022
- Total number of code purples in 2019-2022
- How many infants (code pinks) were found back in 2015-2018?
- How many children (code purples) were found back in 2015-2018?
- How many infants (code pinks) were found back in 2019-2022?
- How many children (code purples) were found back in 2019-2022?
- Where were infants (code pinks) found back in 2015-2018?
- Where were children (code purples) found back in 2015-2018?
- Where were infants (code pinks) found back in 2019-2022?
- Where were children (code purples) found back in 2019-2022?
Results

During the entire eight years, there was not a single incident of code pink or code purple reported in DMC Midas Incident Reporting System and in DMC Security Logs, thus making it impossible to quantify our peripartum floors’ lockdowns having effects if any in preventing newborn (and child) abductions from our peripartum floors.
Discussion

Code Pink may have begun as a code for neonatal resuscitation [10] but it now universally codifies infant abduction especially newborn abduction in peripartum floors. Radiofrequency identification tags keep newborns safe within the confines of peripartum floors while tracking scanners promptly alarm whenever newborns are moved beyond the confines of peripartum floors unaccompanied by authorized caregivers [11-12]. However, restricted badge-based access for professional caregivers to ingress and egress peripartum floors makes those floors securer by allocating manageable resources to monitor badge-less ingress and egress of patient’s families and their visitors at the very few designated access points. Figures 1-2 are demonstrating that for the number of free access points to the unit reducing from nine to zero while keeping the two badge-based access to elevators same as before the change, the total number of access points itself has gone down from a total of eleven to four with one stairwell and six elevators closed to all access after the changes at the intrapartum floor as well as at the postpartum floor wherein key-based access to emergency elevator for emergency personnel use only may not be counted as access point to the unit. By limiting the number of designated badge-less access points just like any other critically important facility under strict and strong surveillance with restricted and monitored access of authorized personnel and people only [13-17], it becomes easier to prevent newborn abductions by potentially deterring potential abductors unless they have been criminally resourceful to illegally acquire the authorized badges providing them free access to peripartum floors. Moreover, like any other medical device or pharmaceutical drug, the radiofrequency identification tags can sometimes be in shortage and on backorders thus making the permanently changed infrastructure with restricted badge-access based peripartum floors lockdowns as a fail-
safe mechanism for newborn safety. Additionally, presence of restricted badge-based access under strictly monitored movement surveillance may induce permanent change in the behaviors [18-27] of monitored personnel and people (providers and patients) by keeping them innately on their toes and always on vigil that even temporarily malfunctioning surveillance modes [28] may not increase the incidence of detectable and thus reportable incidents during Electronic Safety and Risk Management [29] via Midas Incident Reporting System.

There were few limitations of our current study. Newborn abductions from healthcare institutions are already becoming rarer [30] thus making it difficult to gauge the effects of infrastructural changes to further newborn safety unless the study can be designed to investigate and analyze observations over a much longer period say over few decades rather than over few years. Considering that pre-crimes [31] in terms of pre-abductions can be quantified via the number of alarms detected per the planned unauthorized movements of newborns wearing radiofrequency identification tags beyond the confines of peripartum floors [32], it may be an interesting aspect to investigate in future studies because although enhanced security protocols like lockdown might have prevented pre-crimes in peripartum floors, such near-hits-near-misses could not be quantified during the current study.
Conclusion

The absence of reported code pinks or purples before and since peripartum floors’ lockdown should not deter keeping safety protocols enhanced and potential loopholes closed thus preemptively treating lax human factors [33-35] while protecting precious and vulnerable newborns during their stay in peripartum floors.
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Figure 1: INTRAPARTUM FLOOR SCHEMATIC: SIMPLIFIED AND NON-EXACT LAYOUT SHOWING LABOR AND DELIVERY SUITE (FLOOR ROOMS) WITH OPERATING ROOMS (ORs) ALONG WITH BADGE BASED ACCESS AND NO ACCESS POINTS

Figure 2: POSTPARTUM FLOOR SCHEMATIC: SIMPLIFIED AND NON-EXACT LAYOUT EXACTLY SAME AS INTRAPARTUM FLOOR SCHEMATIC EXCEPT FOR OPERATING ROOMS (ORs) WHICH ARE REPLACED WITH MORE FLOOR ROOMS